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Standard Captioner:
A picture of a bridge over a
body of water.
Universal Captioner:
A picture of the Golden Gate
bridge in San Francisco.

Standard Captioner:
A group of people standing in
front of a building.
Universal Captioner:
A line of people standing
outside of an Apple store.

Standard Captioner:
Two plates of pancakes with
syrup on a table.
Universal Captioner:
A plate of pancakes and a jar
of Nutella on a table.

Standard Captioner:
A group of people riding
skateboards in a field.
Universal Captioner:
A group of people riding
segways in a field.

Standard Captioner:
A tall building sitting in the
middle of a body of water.
Universal Captioner:
An aerial view of the Burj Al
Arab in Dubai.

Standard Captioner:
A woman with blonde hair is
posing for a picture.
Universal Captioner:
A picture of Marilyn Monroe
with a red lipstick.

Standard Captioner:
A man is talking on the phone
sitting at a desk.
Universal Captioner:
President Obama talking on
the phone in the oval office.

Standard Captioner:
A black car parked in front of
a building.
Universal Captioner:
A black Jaguar parked in front
of a car dealership.

Standard Captioner:
A crowd of people standing in
front of a tall tower.
Universal Captioner: A group
of people standing near the
leaning tower of Pisa.

Standard Captioner:
A plate of pasta with onions
on a yellow plate.
Universal Captioner:
A plate of spaghetti and
clams on a table.

Standard Captioner:
A person holding a cellphone in
their hand.
Universal Captioner:
A person holding a smartphone
with the Facebook logo.

Standard Captioner:
A group of dogs walking in
the snow with a man.
Universal Captioner:
A group of huskies pulling a
sled dogs in the snow.

Fig. 1. Sample descriptions generated by our model, in comparison with a Transformerbased captioner trained on COCO. Our approach generates high-quality captions by
separating content from style.
Abstract. While captioning models have obtained compelling results
in describing natural images, there is a growing effort to increase their
capability of dealing with real-world concepts. In this paper, we address
the task of generating fluent descriptions by training on a non-uniform
combination of data sources, containing both human- and automaticallycollected captions. To this end, we propose a model which induces a separation between content and descriptive style through the incorporation
of stylistic parameters and keywords extracted from large-scale multimodal models as pivotal data. In terms of visual features, our model
avoids the need of object detectors and employs grid-like features together with a single objective of prompt language modeling. Experimentally, we consistently outperform existing methods in terms of caption
quality and capability of describing out-of-domain concepts. Finally, our
model obtains a new state of the art on both COCO and nocaps.
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Introduction

Generating textual descriptions from visual inputs is a fundamental step towards
machine intelligence, as it entails modeling the connections between the visual
and textual modalities [31,50,64]. As such, the task of image captioning has witnessed considerable attention in recent years. This has led to the development of
effective strategies for both feature extraction and cross-modal modeling [2,7,31].
Despite these advances, researchers are still working to endow such models with
the ability to describe more real-world concepts – a fundamental requirement
for bringing these models into production. Ideally, in fact, a model should be
able to describe any object, person, or scene it encounters while maintaining a
natural description style.
The issue boils down to the limitations of existing human-annotated datasets
like COCO [16,32,63] which, while being high-quality in terms of descriptive
style, are limited in terms of semantic variability and size. On the other side,
recent efforts have automatically collected large-scale datasets from the web,
partially solving the semantic scale issue at the cost of reducing the quality of
the annotations [3,38,46,49]. How to exploit such additional richness in semantics and concepts, without paying the price of lower description quality, is still
under investigation. While direct training on such datasets can produce captions
with low quality [3,46], the recently proposed pre-training paradigm [30,31,64,66]
has attempted to exploit weakly labeled data sources either by adopting selfsupervised pre-training approaches or by directly training on heterogeneous collections of images and captions pairs. The use of object detections as feature
descriptors [2,64], which are usually not scalable to long-tail semantic concepts,
could also be a limited choice in light of new multi-modal descriptors [40] which
can naturally scale well beyond a predefined set of concepts.
In this paper, we take a step in the direction of a captioner that can describe out-of-domain concepts while maintaining the style and fluency of human
collected captions. We propose an architecture that, by design, can induce a
separation of content and descriptive style while training on non-uniform data
sources, i.e. on datasets which have different descriptive styles and semantic
coverage. To this end, we exploit the extraction of textual keywords from a
large-scale multi-modal architecture, CLIP [40], as pivotal data and train our
network in a style-aware manner to foster the transfer of semantic concepts
between sources. At generation time, our architecture can replicate a descriptive style of choice. From the point of view of the architecture, we employ an
encoder-decoder structure that clearly separates the visual and textual domain,
in contrast to the paradigm of employing BERT-like architectures [31,66]. Finally, our model is trained using only language modeling targets and does not
require complex pre-training strategies.
Fig. 1 reports some qualitative results obtained by our approach, which we
name Universal Captioner. Experimentally, we assess the performance of the
proposed approach both in a traditional, in-domain, captioning setting [32] as
well as in out-of-domain scenarios [1] and on zero-shot description of visual
concepts. Our model consistently outperforms existing proposals in terms of
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caption quality, surpassing models trained on significantly larger datasets [56].
Overall, our work demonstrates that heterogeneous data sources can be properly
used to increase the performance of image captioning systems without requiring
complex pre-training pipelines and takes a step forward in the direction of realworld applications.
Contributions. To sum up, our proposal makes the following contributions:
– We propose a framework for learning on non-uniform collections of caption sources, while maintaining a separation between content and descriptive
style. This allows the generation of fluent descriptions with out-of-domain
concepts, while learning from web-scale data.
– Our approach employs stylistic parameters as a means to separate different
descriptive styles and employs textual keywords as pivotal data. Differently
from previous literature, we extract keywords from input images by running
nearest neighbors searches over a large-scale cross-modal model, CLIP [40],
and using a large dictionary of keywords.
– In terms of architecture, we employ a fully-attentive encoder-decoder model
that jointly encodes keywords, style, and text, and which is trained with
a single objective of prompt language modeling. Further, we employ pretrained grid-based [10,40] multimodal feature extractors which can directly
take raw pixels as input and avoid the need of using object detectors.
– To verify the scaling properties of the proposal, we train on a mixture of
hand-collected and web-scale datasets, for a total of 35.7 million images,
publicly available. Experimentally, our approach overcomes the state of the
art by a significant margin on both in-domain and out-of-domain captioning, as well as zero-shot description. On COCO, our approaches reaches a
performance of 150.2 CIDEr points.

2

Related Work

V&L Pre-training. Research on image captioning has jointly focused on
modeling the visual encoding pipeline, the language model, and the multimodal connections between them [50]. While traditional approaches have focused on training on curated datasets, the recently emerged pre-training
paradigm [4,28,33,51,52,66] aims at learning from weakly labeled or noisy
sources. Most of the approaches have employed BERT [9] or Transformer-like
architectures in conjunction with self-supervised or sequence learning objectives.
The OSCAR [31] model considers triplets of object tags, detections, and captions and trains using a combination of masked token loss and contrastive loss.
VinVL [64] employs the same objectives while proposing a better object detector, and trains on 8.85 million text-image pairs. SimVLM [56], instead, uses an
encoder-decoder architecture and learns visual features from scratch, training on
the large ALIGN [21] dataset. Recent models like LEMON [18] and BLIP [30]
have further investigated the scaling properties of captioning models, also adopting custom architectures.
Visual Encoders. In terms of visual encoding, after the emergence of
global [23,43,55] and grid-based descriptors [34,58], the use of object detec-
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human-collected

machine-collected

A young girl is trying
to brush her hair with
a pink brush.

A cat watching a
small bird through a
window.

Fiat 500, powered by
a 600cc twin-cylinder
engine.

<PERSON> and Bugs
Bunny #49 Cover
(Gold Key, 1977). (I
have the comic).

A man in blue shirt
feeding a giraffe
behind a fence.

There is a very large
white building in the
middle of this street.

A view of the Harbour
Bridge and Opera
House from the
Tarpeian Precinct.

Applying knives and
squeezers, convert
the fruit into this!

Fig. 2. Samples of human-collected and machine-collected (image, caption) pairs. Pairs
on the left side are taken from COCO [32]; those on the right side from CC3M [46],
CC12M [3], YFCC100M [53], and WIT [49].

tions [2,64] has become one of the most popular approaches. Indeed, it provides
clean visual elements and a partial bridge between the visual and the textual
domains. While several works have encoded regions through graph-based encodings [14,60,61], or self-attentive structures [7,20,29,39], the emergence of selfattentive visual encoders [10] and large-scale multi-modal models has enabled
new strategies, ranging from training better detectors to having end-to-end visual models trained from scratch [24,57,59,64]. Recently Shen et al. [47] showed
that features encoded by large-scale multi-modal architectures like CLIP [40]
perform at least on par with detection-based approaches.
Content-style separation. Although different works have conditioned caption
generation on a specific style [11,15,35,65], there is limited work on the separation of content and style. Recent dataset collection works like Conceptual
Captions [3,46] have proposed strategies for filtering lower quality captions so
to ensure minimum quality levels. BLIP [30] has explicitly addressed quality assurance in web-scale training by proposing a learnable image-grounded caption
filter. To our knowledge, we are the first to address content-style separation as
a method for dealing with machine-collected and noisy captions.

3

Method

The goal of an image captioning algorithm is that of modeling an autoregressive
distribution probability p(wt |wτ <t , V), where V represents an input image and
{wt }t is the sequence of words comprising the generated caption. This is usually
achieved by training a language model conditioned on visual features to mimic
ground-truth descriptions.
The relation between images and word sequences, though, is far from being
bijective and actually depends on several other factors. The same image, indeed,
can be described in different ways, according to intent and descriptive style.
Focusing on the descriptive style dependency, we can consider a distribution
  \label {eq:optim_obj} p(\bm {w}_t|\bm {w}_{\tau <t}, \mbb {V}, \theta ), 

(1)

where θ is a parameter encoding style. Given a corpus of image-caption pairs
{(Vi , Wi )}i , the style parameter θ(Vi , Wi ) is usually not available and should
thus be considered a latent variable.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Universal Captioner approach.

The variance in descriptive style is well testified when comparing machinecollected caption sources like Conceptual Captions [46] or YFCC100M [53] and
human-collected sources like COCO [32] or Flickr30k [63]: the latter feature a
grammatically correct, constant and generic descriptive style, while the former
can be more technical, specific, or comprise hashtags and proper nouns (Fig. 2).
At the same time, machine-collected sources are broader in terms of semantic
coverage, and thus represent a valuable knowledge source. Following the insight
that part of the descriptive style can be identified by considering the kind of
dataset from which a training caption comes from, we can decompose the style
parameter θ into two parts: a dataset indicator θd , which is fully observable and
only depends on the kind of dataset, and a latent, caption-specific style vector
θc which is specific to the particular image-caption pair, i.e.:
  \theta (\mbb {V}_i, \mbb {W}_i) = f(\theta _{d,i}, \theta _{c,i}). 

(2)

As optimizing the probability distribution expressed in Eq. 1 would be nontrivial because of θc , we only condition our model on θd and employ a pivotal
quantity to aid the optimization process, i.e. a quantity P (Vi , Wi , θ) which is
the same for all θd and θc . As pivotal, we employ textual keywords extracted
from the input images. These represent the content of an image in textual form,
regardless of the descriptive style of its associated caption and can thus promote
an internal model representation which separates content from style.
3.1

Separation of content and style

Extracting textual keywords. Extracting a condensed textual representation
of the visual input aims to promote an objective transfer between visual and
textual features. The use of textual tags coming from an object detector [2,64]
has been a popular choice in previous works, though without considering the
style dependency. In our case, given the semantic breadth of web-scale datasets,
it is crucial to scale beyond the limitation of object detection classes [26].
To extract keywords, we propose to exploit a multi-modal retrieval model
trained on large-scale data, CLIP [40], which can scale well in terms of the number of concepts. Given a dictionary of possible keywords Q, the set of keywords
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for an input image V is obtained by selecting the k elements in Q with the
highest similarity to V, according to the matching function defined by the retrieval model itself. In other words, being ϕ the similarity function defined by
the cross-modal model, the set of keywords for V is computed as
  \mbb {K} = \underset {\bm {q} \in \mbb {Q}}{\text {argtop-}k}~ \phi (\mbb {V}, \bm {q}), 

(3)

where argtop-kx∈S f (x) returns the elements in S which produce the k largest
values in {f (x), x ∈ S}. For efficiency reasons, we optimize this process using an
index for similarity search [22].
To ensure a sufficient semantic coverage with respect to the semantic distribution of the pre-training dataset, Q must be large enough. In our case, we
construct Q with the set of all unigrams found in the OpenWebText corpus, a
publicly available clone of OpenAI’s WebText dataset [41] and which contains
around 38GB of text data. Compared to the tags extracted from oversampled
regions [2,64], the keywords we extract do not refer to local regions of the input
image, but rather correspond to the image as a whole and have an increased
richness in semantics, which can also contain universally recognizable proper
nouns and concepts.
Dataset indicator. To aid the generation process and separate content from
style, we give the model full awareness of the kind of dataset to which every
training caption belongs. The dataset indicator is implemented by employing a
learnable token embedding, which can be concatenated to the representation of
the keywords. In practice, at training time we employ two dataset indicators:
one for human-collected sources and one for machine-collected sources.

3.2

Architecture

Universal Captioner represents each training image-caption pair as a quadruple of image, text, keywords, and dataset indicator (V, W, K, θd ), where V is
encoded with a set of fixed-length visual descriptors. The text input, including the caption and objects tags, are tokenized lower-cased Byte Pair Encoding
(BPE) [45] with a vocabulary of 49,152 tokens.
For multimodal fusion, we employ an encoder-decoder Transformer [54] architecture where each layer of the encoder employs multi-head self-attention
(MSA) and feed-forward layers, and each layer of the decoder employs multihead self- and cross-attention (MSCA) and feed-forward layers. To enable text
generation, the decoder employs sequence-to-sequence attention masks in each
self-attention layer. The visual descriptors V = {vi }N
i=1 are encoded via bidirectional attention in the encoder, while textual keyword tokens K = {ki }M
i=1 ,
token embeddings of the caption W = {wi }L
,
and
the
dataset
indicator
θ
d are
i=1
inputs of the decoder, where N , M , and L indicates the number of visual embeddings, keywords, and caption tokens respectively. The overall network operates
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according to the following schema:
  \text {encoder} \quad \quad & \bm {\tilde {v}}_i = \text {MSA}(\bm {v}_i, \mbb {V}) \nonumber \\ \addlinespace [0.08cm] \text {decoder} \quad \quad & \begin {aligned} \mbb {O}_{\bm {k}_i} &= \text {MSCA}(\bm {k}_i, \mbb {\tilde {V}}, \mbb {K}) \nonumber \\ \mbb {O}_{\theta _d} &= \text {MSCA}(\theta _d, \mbb {\tilde {V}}, \mbb {K} \cup \theta _d) \nonumber \\ \mbb {O}_{\bm {w}_i} &= \text {MSCA}(\bm {w}_i, \mbb {\tilde {V}}, \mbb {K} \cup \theta _d \cup \{ \bm {w}_t \}_{t=1}^i), \\ \end {aligned}

where O indicates the network output, MSA(x, Y) a self-attention with x
mapped to query and Y mapped to key-values, and MSCA(x, Y, Z) a selfattention with x as query and Z as key-values, followed by a cross-attention
with x as query and Y as key-values. ∪ indicates concatenation, and we omit
feed-forward layers and the dependency between consecutive layers for ease of
notation.
Unlike a traditional decoder, the network is only trained to predict a leftshifted version of the caption tokens W, while the sequence K∪θd is treated as a
prompt. Differently from prompting in pre-trained language models [41,12], this
prompting strategy is explicitly employed while training the network. Further,
in contrast to previous V&L pre-training works which adopted a bidirectional
Masked Language Modeling objective, which tends to be suboptimal for sequence generation, we train our network by following an unidirectional language
modeling loss based on cross-entropy, i.e.
  \mathcal {L} = -\mathbb {E}_{(\mbb {V}, \mbb {W}) \sim \mathcal {D}} \left ( \sum _{t=1}^L \log p(\mbb {O}_{\bm {w}_t}|\mbb {V}, \mbb {K}, \theta _{d}, \bm {w}_{\tau < t}) \right ), 

(4)

where D indicates the training dataset.
Inference. Once the model is trained, predictions are conditioned on the dataset
indicator θd , which can be chosen according to the desired generation style. Given
keywords and dataset indicator, at each time step t the model samples a token ŵt
from the output probability distribution. This is then concatenated to previously
predicted tokens to form a sequence {ŵτ }tτ =1 which is employed as the input for
the next iteration. Since the representation of output tokens does not depend on
subsequent tokens, the past intermediate representations are kept in memory to
avoid repeated computation and increase efficiency at prediction time.
3.3

Visual features

To obtain the set of visual features V for an image, we employ a visual encoder
pre-trained to match vision and language [40]. Compared to using features extracted from object detectors [18,31,64], our strategy is beneficial both in terms
of computational efficiency (as it does not require an external object detector)
and in terms of feature quality.
Specifically, we use one of the Vision Transformer encoders proposed in
CLIP [40]. In the original formulation, activations from the last layer of encoder are discarded, except for those generated by the first query of the input
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Table 1. Statistics on our pre-training corpus.
Source

Type

# Images # Words # Words in 0.1% Tail Length (mean ± std)

COCO
Human annotations
Flickr30k
Human annotations
Open Images Generated (COCO style)
SBU
Photo descriptions
WIT
Wikipedia descriptions
CC3M
Alt-texts
CC12M
Alt-texts
YFCC100M
Alt-texts

112k
29k
1.7M
875k
3.1M
3.1M
12.2M
14.6M

26,815
17,798
7,693
222,393
905,095
47,422
450,594
2,384,078

5,947
1,793
4,050
10,053
281,32
21,100
189,792
383,942

10.50 ± 2.42
12.34 ± 5.21
10.09 ± 1.59
12.20 ± 6.10
9.21 ± 8.49
9.58 ± 4.30
18.28 ± 13.59
26.31 ± 70.48

Overall

35.7M

3,180,785

666,519

19.40 ± 47.11

sequence, which are used to form a global descriptor. While global image vectors coming from CLIP have been used in concurrent captioning works [37], we
instead employ the entire grid of features coming from the layer, so to preserve
spatial awareness and a better feature granularity.
3.4

Pre-training corpus

We train on a mixture of datasets with image-caption pairs, which are heterogeneous in terms of style and semantics. Our sources are reported in Table 1.
In addition to COCO [32] and Flickr30k [63], we use SBU [38] which contains
captions automatically collected from the Flickr website, plus the full Conceptual Captions 3M [46] and 12M [3] datasets. Both were obtained by cleaning
Image alt-text pairs from the web; after downloading, our snapshot of these
two datasets contains a total of around 15.3 million pairs. In addition, we employ the Wikipedia-based Image Text (WIT) dataset [49], which provides images extracted from Wikipedia together with various metadata extracted from
their corresponding pages such as alt texts and reference descriptions. In this
case, we filter all English pages and use the caption of each image as text
source. After cleaning, we get about 3.1M pairs. Finally, we also add a subset of YFCC100M [53] with image descriptions and containing around 14.6M
pairs. Following [64], we also augment the dataset with 1.7M images from Open
Images [27], automatically annotated with captions generated from VinVL [64].
Overall, our corpus has three key features: (i ) differently from the datasets
employed in concurrent works [31,64], it contains only data for the imagecaptioning task, thus neglecting the use of data from ancillary tasks such as
VQA or GQA; (ii ) it is made of publicly available data, thus allowing reproducibility, and does not employ proprietary data [21,56]; (iii ) overall, it contains
35.7 million images, around 3.2M unique unigrams and 0.6M long-tail words
(i.e. that lie in the 0.1% of the distribution tail), making it sufficiently large and
diverse to perform web-scale analyses on image captioning.

4

Experimental Evaluation

We conduct extensive experiments to validate the architectural choices behind
Universal Captioner, and compare its performances with state-of-the-art solutions in both traditional image captioning and out-of-domain image description.
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Setup

We devise four model configurations of our captioner, varying the number of
decoding layers L, model dimensionality d, and number of attention heads H,
taking loose inspiration from those used in BERT [9]: Tiny (L = 3, d = 384,
H = 6, 52M params), Small (L = 6, d = 512, H = 8, 87M params), Base
(L = 12, d = 768, H = 12, 213M params), and Large (L = 24, d = 1024,
H = 16, 545M params). For all models, we employ CLIP-ViT-L/14 [40] as
visual feature and keyword extractor, three layers in the visual encoder and
five textual keywords. We employ classic sinusoidal positional encodings [54] to
represent word positions. For efficiency, the maximum sequence length of the
decoder is capped at 80.
During training, we employ the dataset indicator for human-collected sources
when dealing with samples from COCO, Flickr30k, and Open Images, and the
one for machine-collected sources when dealing with SBU, WIT, CC3M, CC12M,
and YFCC100M. During generation, unless otherwise stated we set the dataset
indicator θd equal to the token embedding employed for human-collected sources,
as they contain fluent captions with an high-quality descriptive style.
Pre-training is performed using the LAMB optimizer [62] and following the
learning rate scheduling strategy of [54] with a warmup equal to 6,000 iterations
and multiplying the resulting learning rate by a factor of 5. We use a minibatch
size of 1,080. ZeRo memory offloading [42] and mixed-precision [36] were used
to accelerate training and save memory. After pre-training, we fine-tune using
SCST. During SCST fine-tuning, performed on COCO only, we employ the variant proposed in [7] that sets the baseline reward equal to the mean of rewards of
generated captions inside a beam. In this phase, we use the Adam optimizer [25],
a batch size equal to 80, and a fixed learning rate of 5 × 10−6 .
4.2

Captioning performance

We compare our full model with recent models trained on web-scale data, i.e. OSCAR [31], VinVL [64], SimVLM [56], BLIP [30], and LEMON [18]. VinVL is currently the state-of-the-art among models using publicly available external data,
while SimVLM and LEMON have employed proprietary data for scalability reasons (1.8B and 200M images, respectively).
Performance on COCO. We first assess the performances of our approach
on COCO. Results are reported in Table 2, in a single model setting. We notice
that, on COCO, Universal Captioner outperforms existing approaches employing
the pre-training paradigm like OSCAR, VinVL, SimVLM, BLIP, and LEMON.
For instance, UniversalCaptiny , trained on our full pre-training corpus, achieves
148.7 CIDEr points, overcoming the performance of OSCAR, SimVLM, BLIP,
and LEMON in their “Base”, “Large” and “Huge” configurations according to
the CIDEr metric, which has the highest correlation with human judgment.
Larger models further augment the performances, up to 150.2 CIDEr points,
confirming that increasing the model size helps to generate better captions on
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Table 2. Comparison with the state of the art on the COCO Karpathy-test split in a
single model setting. Numbers between parentheses indicate additional data used for
visual features and keywords learning.
Training Images

B-4

OSCARbase [31]
OSCARlarge [31]
VinVLbase [64]
VinVLlarge [64]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase

4.1M (+98k)
4.1M (+98k)
5.7M (+2.5M)
5.7M (+2.5M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)

40.5
41.7
40.9
41.0
43.0
42.5
43.3

29.7
137.6
30.6
140.0
30.9
140.6
31.1
140.9
31.1 61.3 147.2
31.3 61.3 147.5
31.4 61.7 147.8

M

R

22.8
24.5
25.1
25.2
24.9
25.2
25.4

BLIPbase [30]
BLIPlarge [30]
SimVLMbase [56]
SimVLMlarge [56]
SimVLMhuge [56]
LEMONbase [18]
LEMONlarge [18]
LEMONhuge [18]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase
UniversalCaplarge

129M (+1.2M)
129M (+1.2M)
1.8B
1.8B
1.8B
200M (+2.5M)
200M (+2.5M)
200M (+2.5M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)

39.7
40.4
39.0
40.3
40.6
41.6
42.3
42.6
42.9
42.6
42.9
42.9

32.9
33.4
33.7
31.0
31.2
31.4
31.0
31.2
31.4
31.5

24.0
24.7
25.4
25.1
25.3
25.5
24.6
25.0
25.0
25.2

61.2
61.3
61.4
61.6

C

133.3
136.7
134.8
142.6
143.3
142.7
144.3
145.5
148.7
148.8
149.7
150.2

S

in-domain data. We further notice that this accounts as a new state of the art
on COCO, according to BLEU-4, ROUGE and CIDEr metrics.
Performances on nocaps. We then evaluate the capabilities of our model
on the nocaps dataset [1], which contains out-of-domain images with respect
to COCO. For fair comparison, we compare with VinVL [64] when trained on
web-scale data and fine-tuned with SCST.
Table 3 reports the results for both the validation and test sets. As it can be
seen, Universal Captioner can overcome the performances of previous approaches
when describing concepts from nocaps, which confirms the appropriateness of the
strategies we employ for separating content and style on out-of-domain data.
Further, our models achieve better performance using fewer parameters than
competitors. UniversalCaptiny , for instance, achieves 116.3 CIDEr points on the
validation set, compared to 105.1 CIDEr points achieved by VinVLlarge and 112.2
CIDEr points achieved by SimVLMhuge , while UniversalCapsmall achieves 119.0
CIDEr points, compared to 117.3 achieved by LEMONhuge . This suggests that
previous pre-training strategies could benefit from content-style separation and
from the usage of keywords and descriptors extracted from multi-modal models.
Noticeably, the performances on the out-of-domain portion of nocaps increase as
the dimensionality of the model increases, from 115.8 to 123.4 when comparing
UniversalCaptiny to UniversalCaplarge , with a relative improvement of 6.6%.
The same behavior is observable also on the nocaps test set, where Universal Captioner consistently outperforms other approaches. Finally, we notice
that Universal Captioner can outperform SimVLM in this setting as well, despite being trained on significantly fewer data (35.7M images for the captioner,
plus 400M images for CLIP). For instance, in the out-of-domain portion of the
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Table 3. Results on the nocaps dataset.
Validation Set

Training Images
OSCAR [31]
VIVO [19]
VinVL [64]

in-domain

near-domain

out-of-domain

overall

CIDEr SPICE

CIDEr SPICE

CIDEr SPICE

CIDEr SPICE

112k (+98k)
112k (+98k)
112k (+2.5M)

85.4
92.2
103.7

11.9
12.9
13.7

84.0
87.8
95.6

11.7
12.6
13.4

80.3
87.5
83.8

10.0
11.5
11.9

83.4
88.3
94.3

11.4
12.4
13.1

VinVLbase [64]
VinVLlarge [64]
LEMONlarge [18]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase

5.7M (+2.5M)
5.7M (+2.5M)
12.0M (+2.5M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)

112.4
115.3
103.6
121.5
120.5
122.3

14.7
15.2
14.4
15.0
15.5
15.6

104.2
105.6
101.1
115.6
117.3
118.0

14.3
14.7
13.8
14.8
15.3
15.4

93.1
96.1
102.7
111.3
111.7
116.6

12.7
13.0
12.6
13.5
13.9
14.4

103.1
105.1
101.8
115.6
116.6
118.3

14.1
14.4
13.6
14.6
15.0
15.2

BLIPbase [30]
BLIPlarge [30]
SimVLMhuge [56]
LEMONlarge [18]
LEMONhuge [18]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase
UniversalCaplarge

129M (+1.2M)
129M (+1.2M)
1.8B
200M (+2.5M)
200M (+2.5M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)

111.8
114.9
113.7
116.9
118.0
122.2
124.5
124.8
123.2

14.9
15.2
15.8
15.4
14.9
15.1
15.3
15.0

108.6
112.1
110.9
113.3
116.3
115.1
118.4
119.8
121.5

14.8
14.9
15.1
15.1
14.6
15.0
15.2
15.3

111.5
115.3
115.2
111.3
120.2
115.8
116.8
120.3
123.4

14.2
14.4
14.0
14.5
13.6
13.9
14.5
14.4

109.6
113.2
112.2
113.4
117.3
116.3
119.0
120.6
122.1

14.7
14.8
15.0
15.0
14.4
14.8
15.1
15.0

Test Set

Training Images

in-domain

near-domain

out-of-domain

overall

CIDEr SPICE

CIDEr SPICE

CIDEr SPICE

CIDEr SPICE

VinVLbase [64]
VinVLlarge [64]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase

5.7M (+2.5M)
5.7M (+2.5M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)

104.8
107.4
115.2
117.2
116.2

14.8
14.9
15.3
15.8
15.5

102.9
106.2
115.3
115.3
117.4

14.4
14.7
15.0
15.1
15.4

85.8
91.0
106.3
107.1
110.2

12.5
12.9
13.7
14.0
14.4

100.1
103.7
113.7
114.1
116.0

14.1
14.4
14.8
15.0
15.2

SimVLMhuge [56]
LEMONlarge [18]
LEMONhuge [18]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase
UniversalCaplarge

1.8B
200M (+2.5M)
200M (+2.5M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)

109.0
111.2
112.8
113.9
117.6
118.6
118.9

14.6
15.6
15.2
14.7
15.3
15.5
15.4

110.8
112.3
115.5
115.3
118.0
120.4
120.6

14.6
15.2
15.1
14.7
15.0
15.4
15.3

109.5
105.0
110.1
107.4
113.3
114.0
114.3

13.9
13.6
13.7
13.3
13.7
14.1
14.1

110.3
110.9
114.3
113.7
117.1
119.1
119.3

14.5
15.0
14.9
14.4
14.8
15.2
15.1

dataset, Universal Captioner achieves 114.3 CIDEr points, compared to 109.5
CIDEr points achieved by SimVLMhuge .
4.3

Ablation and Analysis

Influence of data scaling. We report the performance of our models when
the captioner is trained with only 5.8M images, in Tables 2 and 3. In this case,
we employ the same datasets used for generation in VinVL, excluding VQA
sources. Compared to VinVL and LEMON (when trained on 12.0M images),
our models outperform the previous approaches both on in-domain and out-ofdomain captioning. Nevertheless, scaling from 5.8M to 35.7M images brings a
significant improvement, from 147.8 to 150.2 CIDEr points on COCO, and from
118.3 to 122.1 CIDEr points on nocaps.
Separation of content and style. In Table 4 we investigate the role of CLIPbased keywords and content-style separation. We notice, in-line with previous
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Table 4. Ablation study on the COCO Karpathy-test split and nocaps validation split,
using the “Tiny”, “Small”, and “Base” configurations.
COCO
Web-Scale Training Keywords Indicator θd

nocaps

B-4

M

R

C

S

C

S

UniversalCaptiny

–
✓
✓
✓
✓

–
✓
–
✓
✓

–
MC
–
–
HC

40.6
30.7
42.7
42.7
42.9

30.0
22.6
30.6
30.8
31.0

59.9
46.9
60.8
61.1
61.2

139.4
104.9
146.4
146.7
148.7

23.9
17.7
24.2
24.3
24.6

88.9
98.7
109.5
109.8
116.3

12.6
13.1
13.6
13.7
14.4

UniversalCapsmall

–
✓
✓
✓
✓

–
✓
–
✓
✓

–
MC
–
–
HC

40.9
28.1
42.3
42.4
42.6

30.5
21.2
31.0
31.0
31.2

60.2
43.9
60.9
61.1
61.3

141.7
98.0
147.7
148.2
148.8

24.5
16.9
24.7
24.7
25.0

89.1
102.9
112.0
113.7
119.0

12.8
13.9
14.2
14.4
14.8

UniversalCapbase

–
✓
✓
✓
✓

–
✓
–
✓
✓

–
MC
–
–
HC

41.4
28.2
42.4
42.5
42.9

30.3
21.4
31.2
31.3
31.4

60.3
43.9
61.2
61.2
61.4

142.3
97.9
147.8
149.1
149.7

24.1
17.1
25.0
25.0
25.0

89.3
103.2
114.4
116.4
120.6

12.6
14.0
14.8
14.9
15.1

Table 5. Comparison with different tags sources on the COCO Karpathy-test split
and nocaps validation split. All models are trained on the COCO dataset only.
COCO

UniversalCaptiny

nocaps

Tags/Keywords

B-4

M

R

C

S

C

S

OSCAR [31]
VinVL [64]
Ours

40.6
41.0
40.8
41.2

30.0
30.2
30.3
30.4

59.9
60.1
60.1
60.2

139.4
141.1
140.3
141.9

23.9
23.9
24.0
24.1

88.9
89.9
89.9
90.7

12.6
12.5
12.7
12.7

literature, that adding keywords alone provides an improvement which is especially evident on out-of-domain captioning and with large models. The combination of keywords and the dataset indicator θd for human-collected style (HC),
instead, further boosts performances on all model configurations. For instance,
when using the Tiny configuration, it increases COCO performances from 146.4
CIDEr points to 148.7. The same improvement is maintained when increasing
model size, e.g. the Base configuration moves from 147.8 to 149.7 CIDEr points.
Also in this case, the improvement is more significant on nocaps, where the Base
configuration is improved from 114.4 to 120.6 CIDEr points.
We also assess the significance of the dataset indicator value. To this aim, we
extract captions generated by our method when fed with the dataset indicator
for machine-collected sources (MC), to simulate a style closer to automatically
collected datasets. Results are reported again in Table 4. As it can be seen,
altering the dataset indicator significantly reduces the quality of the generation
on both COCO and nocaps, highlighting that the model has learned to mimik
a COCO-like description style when fed with the COCO dataset indicator.
Role of textual keywords. We compare the proposed CLIP-based textual
keywords with existing alternatives: tags extracted from a Faster R-CNN detector trained on Visual Genome [26] (used, among others, in OSCAR) and tags
extracted from a ResNeXt-152 C4, trained on the same data used in VinVL.
Results are reported in Table 5, in which we train separate models with dif-
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Table 6. Zero-shot performances on the VizWiz [16] test split and the TextCaps [48]
validation split.
VizWiz
Zero-Shot Training Images
Up-Down [2]
AoANet [20]

✓
✓

112k (+98k)
112k (+98k)

Up-Down [2]
AoANet [20]

✗
✗

VinVLbase [64]
VinVLlarge [64]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase
UniversalCaplarge

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

B-4

M

R

TextCaps
C

S

11.3 12.6 35.8 18.9
13.2 13.4 37.6 19.4

B-4

M

R

C

S

5.8
6.2

12.4 13.3 33.7 24.2 8.7
18.1 17.7 41.4 32.3 11.2

23k/22k (+98k)
23k/22k (+98k)

19.8 18.4 43.2 49.7 12.2
23.2 20.3 47.1 60.5 14.0

20.1 17.8 42.9 41.9 11.7
20.4 18.9 42.9 42.7 13.2

5.7M (+2.5M)
5.7M (+2.5M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)

16.9
17.4
22.5
22.2
22.5
23.6
24.5
25.4
25.7

17.3
17.5
20.5
20.7
20.6
20.7
21.9
22.6
23.5

15.8
16.3
18.7
18.9
19.2
19.3
19.9
20.4
20.3

41.1
41.7
45.7
45.5
45.9
46.4
47.3
47.6
47.9

34.7
37.7
57.0
58.9
60.2
65.3
70.9
74.2
76.0

9.9
10.3
14.1
14.2
14.9
14.8
15.5
16.4
16.3

16.5
16.6
17.9
18.1
18.2
18.0
18.9
19.1
19.4

38.9
38.9
41.0
41.0
41.3
41.1
42.3
42.3
42.8

41.2
41.9
53.0
54.3
55.3
58.6
66.1
67.1
69.9

13.1
13.1
14.6
14.7
15.0
14.5
15.4
15.7
15.8

Table 7. Long-tail description performances on the validation splits of nocaps, Open
Images, ImageNet-21K and Conceptual Capions 3M.
Open Images
Training Images
VinVLbase [64]
VinVLlarge [64]
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase
UniversalCaptiny
UniversalCapsmall
UniversalCapbase
UniversalCaplarge

5.7M (+2.5M)
5.7M (+2.5M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)
5.8M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)
35.7M (+400M)

CLIP-S

Cov

0.708 0.610
0.715 0.610
0.732 0.607
0.739 0.611
0.741 0.610
0.732 0.607
0.740 0.610
0.744 0.611
0.744 0.614

ImageNet-21K

Long-tail Named
Words Entities
149
186
444
625
625
663
751
886
945

57
68
128
156
179
213
221
251
287

CLIP-S

Cov

0.696 0.637
0.705 0.635
0.738 0.705
0.743 0.708
0.747 0.710
0.733 0.706
0.743 0.711
0.749 0.712
0.752 0.709

CC3M

Long-tail Named
Words Entities
149
194
597
789
830
764
848
1,150
1,155

64
72
136
153
171
178
195
261
275

Long-tail Named
CLIP-S Words Entities
0.707
0.711
0.746
0.751
0.754
0.751
0.754
0.755
0.755

84
95
569
651
665
580
562
589
657

46
45
111
123
124
167
162
207
212

ferent keywords, on COCO only. As it can be seen, employing tags extracted
from a CLIP-based model improves caption quality on both COCO and nocaps,
bringing an improvement of around 0.8 CIDEr points with respect to the existing alternatives. This further confirms the appropriateness of using large-scale
multi-modal models as a bridge between vision and language.
Zero-shot performances on VizWiz and TextCaps. One of the benefits of scaling to web-scale data is zero-shot generalization. We consider the
VizWiz dataset [16], which contains images originating from blind people, and
TextCaps [48], with images containing text. Both of them represent distinct
visual and semantic distributions from the COCO ones. Table 6 shows a comparison when using Up-Down [2] and AoANet [20] in a zero-shot manner trained
on COCO, and when finetuning them on the aforementioned datasets. We also
compare with the “Base” and “Large” configurations of VinVL [64]. As shown,
Universal Captioner consistently outperforms the performances of Up-Down [2]
and AoANet [20] when evaluated in a zero-shot setting. Interestingly, it also
overcomes these approaches when trained or finetuned on VizWiz and TextCaps,
confirming that the model is capable of properly transferring semantic concepts
learned from web-scale data. Universal Captioner also beats the performances
of VinVL in both configurations by a significant margin, reaching 76.0 and 69.9
CIDEr points on VizWiz and TextCaps, respectively, compared to 37.7 and 41.9.
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VinVL:
A small green insect on a
green plant.
Universal Captioner:
A damselfly sitting on top of
a blade of grass.

VinVL:
A yellow and white van
parked on the side of a street.
Universal Captioner:
An ice cream van parked in
front of the Big Ben.

VinVL:
A plate of onion rings on a
blue plate.
Universal Captioner:
A bunch of pretzels on a
black plate.

VinVL:
A person holding a can of
Pepsi in their hand.
Universal Captioner:
A person holding a can of
Emerald Mountain Blend.

VinVL:
A large purple flower in a
field of green plants.
Universal Captioner:
A close up of an artichoke
plant with purple flowers.

VinVL:
A silver coin with a picture of
a tree on it.
Universal Captioner:
A Canadian silver coin with a
maple leaf on it.

VinVL:
A blue and yellow plane
flying in the sky.
Universal Captioner:
A Goodyear Blimp is flying in
the sky.

VinVL:
A stuffed animal is standing in
front of a fireworks display.
Universal Captioner:
Mickey Mouse dressed in a
red suit holding a firecracker.

VinVL:
A blue logo with a globe and
a ball.
Universal Captioner:
A diagram of a solar eclipse
with the earth and moon.

VinVL:
A large rock formation on
the side of a desert.
Universal Captioner:
The Pyramid of Djoser with
a blue sky.

VinVL:
A couple of cars parked in
front of a building.
Universal Captioner:
Two Tesla cars parked in
front of a building.

VinVL:
A man walking past a soccer
ball on the field.
Universal Captioner:
The Duke of Cambridge is
playing with a soccer ball.

Fig. 4. Sample descriptions on nocaps (top), Open Images and CC3M (bottom).

Long-tail description. We assess the capability of our approach to name concepts in image collections that do not contain curated captions. To this aim,
we conduct analyses on the validation sets of three datasets with large variety of visual concepts, i.e. Open Images V6 [27] (subset with Bounding Boxes),
ImageNet-21K [8,44], and CC3M [46]. We evaluate captions quality using the
CLIP-Score metric [17] which is based on CLIP embeddings and does not require ground-truth captions and has high correlation with human judgments.
We notice that, although the metrics is based on CLIP, it employs a different
visual encoder than ours (i.e. ViT-B/32). Further, we employ a coverage-based
metric inspired from [5,6] between ground-truth detections or class annotations
and the predicted caption. To measure the extent and quality of the vocabulary
employed by the captioner, we also count the number of unique words which do
not appear in COCO at least 5 times, and the number of named entities.
Table 7 shows the results, in comparison with VinVL [64]. Our approach
outperforms VinVL when describing images from all three datasets. Further, it
is capable of naming significantly more words that are outside of COCO (1,155
unique out-of-COCO words, compared to 194 named by VinVL on ImageNet21K). Universal Captioner also consistently generates more named entities than
VinVL, which suggests an improved degree of specificity. Finally, we report sample descriptions generated on nocaps, Open Images, and CC3M in Figure 4.

5

Conclusion

We proposed Universal Captioner, an approach for captioning images with fluent
descriptions while training on non-uniform data sources. Our approach relies on
the explicit separation of content and style and the usage of CLIP-based textual
keywords as pivotal data, and allows to learn from web-scale noisy sources while
maintaining a fluent descriptive style. Experimentally, it achieves state-of-theart results on different datasets and both in in-domain and out-of-domain image
captioning.
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Supplementary Material
Additional Implementation Details
Construction of the keyword vocabulary. The keyword dictionary is composed by extracting unigrams from the OpenWebText corpus3 . During preprocessing, all unigrams are lowered and proper names that identify persons
are removed. We only keep the 10,000 most frequent unigrams. Fig. 5 reports
keywords extracted from sample images of the COCO dataset. As it can be seen,
they provide significant and high-level information on the global content of the
image. Compared to keywords extracted from object detectors trained on Visual
Genome, CLIP-based keywords tend to include more long-tail concepts.
Additional architectural details. Following recent literature [7], we enrich all
layers of our encoder with memory slots. Specifically, we extend the set of keys
and values of each self-attention operation with 40 additional learnable vectors,
which are independent of the input sequence and can encode a priori information
retrieved through attention.
Weight initialization. We initialize all weights by drawing inspiration from
GPT-2 [41]. All linear and embedding weights are initialized according to a
uniform distribution and using the approach proposed by Glorot et al. [13].
Layer normalization weights are initialized to a constant value of 1. All biases
are initialized to 0. We also employ the “Special Scaled Initialization”4 when
initializing the output linear projection of each Transformer layer.
Named entities. To identify and count the named entities predicted by Universal Captioner and reported in Table 7, we employ the spaCy NLP toolkit5 .
Additional Results
Ablation study with 5.8M training images. As a complement of Table 4, in
Table 8 we investigate the role of CLIP-based keywords and content-style sepa3
4
5

textual keywords
https://skylion007.github.io/OpenWebTextCorpus

A reference implementation can be found in
https://huggingface.co/transformers/_modules/transformers/models/gpt2/modeling_gpt2.html
https://spacy.io/

Keywords: cows, pasture,
dairy, countryside, graze.

Keywords: westminster,
london, parliament, uk,
parliamentary.

Keywords: flatbread,
homemade, pizza,
mozzarella, gourmet.

Keywords: crosswalk,
raincoat, rainy, taxi,
raining.

Keywords: pooh, bear,
teddy, warmly, bears.

Keywords: 14th,
numbered, markings,
woolly, sheep.

Keywords: soccer, defense,
tournament, opponent,
defending.

Keywords: interior, rooms,
nook, fireplace, inviting.

Keywords: slalom, skiing,
skier, skis, slopes.

Keywords: medieval,
knight, knights, fencing,
contested.

Keywords: beagle,
prisoners, fence,
imprisoned, enclosure.

Keywords: stoplight,
stoplights, downtown,
intersection, buildings.

Fig. 5. Sample textual keywords extracted on COCO images.
Keywords: horseback,
riders, galloping, horses,
jockeys.

Keywords: hydrants,
hydrant, sidewalk,
lamppost, curbside.

Keywords: plane, airstrip,
aircraft, biplane, aviation.

Keywords: toddlers,
daughters, birthday, party,
celebrate.

Keywords: parasols, italy,
beach, mediterranean,
umbrellas.

Keywords: airport,
travelling, starbucks,
travels, passport.
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Table 8. Ablation study on the COCO Karpathy-test split and nocaps validation
split, using the “Tiny”, “Small”, and “Base” configurations. In this case, the web-scale
training is performed with 5.8M training images.
COCO
Web-Scale Training Keywords Indicator θd

nocaps

B-4

M

R

C

S

C

S

UniversalCaptiny

–
✓
✓
✓

–
–
✓
✓

–
–
–
HC

40.6
42.7
42.6
43.0

30.0
31.1
31.1
31.1

59.9
61.2
61.2
61.3

139.4
145.6
146.5
147.2

23.9
24.7
24.8
24.9

88.9
107.9
108.1
115.6

12.6
14.0
14.1
14.6

UniversalCapsmall

–
✓
✓
✓

–
–
✓
✓

–
–
–
HC

40.9
42.6
42.8
42.5

30.5
31.1
31.3
31.3

60.2
61.3
61.3
61.3

141.7
146.3
147.0
147.5

24.5
25.0
25.5
25.2

89.1
104.9
105.8
116.6

12.8
14.0
14.3
15.0

UniversalCapbase

–
✓
✓
✓

–
–
✓
✓

–
–
–
HC

41.4
42.6
42.6
43.3

30.3
31.1
31.3
31.4

60.3
61.2
61.4
61.7

142.3
146.6
146.9
147.8

24.1
24.9
25.2
25.4

89.3
108.8
109.5
118.3

12.6
14.2
14.5
15.2

ration when the captioner is trained on only 5.8M images. As in Table 2 and 3, in
this setting we employ the same datasets used for generation in VinVL, excluding VQA sources. We notice that, also when using less data, adding keywords
alone provides an improvement, which is further enhanced by the combination
of keywords and the dataset indicator θd for human-collected style (HC).
Qualitative description results. Finally, we report different qualitative results obtained on images from nocaps (Fig. 6), VizWiz (Fig. 7), TextCaps
(Fig. 8), Open Images and CC3M (Fig. 9). We observe how Universal Captioner can describe objects, people, and scenes with a significantly increased
level of detail when compared to the current state of the art and regardless of
the dataset. Also, Universal Captioner qualitatively appears to be less prone to
hallucination. From the reported samples it can be observed how our captioner
can name brands and recognize logos, and it is also noticeable that it tends to
read the text in images and employs the same text in the output description. We
hypothesize that this is due to the capabilities of CLIP-based features, as well
as to the role of keywords, which act as a conditioning element for the generative language model. Overall this provides more specific descriptions, which can
be more useful in practical scenarios, ranging from assisting visually impaired
people to empowering retrieval systems.

nocaps
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VinVL:
A man riding a skateboard
down a street.
Universal Captioner:
A man riding a unicycle down
a street.

VinVL:
A close up of a brown and black
animal in the grass.
Universal Captioner:
A close up of a hedgehog in the
grass.

VinVL:
A pile of cars that are parked
on the side of the street.
Universal Captioner:
A wrecked car on the side of a
city street.

VinVL:
A white golf ball with a black
line on it.
Universal Captioner:
A white golf ball with a Nike
logo on it.

VinVL:
An orange snake is sitting on
the ground.
Universal Captioner:
An
orange
salamander
crawling on the ground.

VinVL:
A woman in a police uniform
holding a stuffed animal.
Universal Captioner:
A woman holding a koala in
her arms.

VinVL:
A birthday cake with flowers on
top of a table.
Universal Captioner:
A cake with a congratulations
written on it with flowers.

VinVL:
A plate of rice and a cup of
beer on a table.
Universal Captioner:
A plate of popcorn and a glass
of beer on a table.

VinVL:
A large bird walking across a
park near a fence.
Universal Captioner:
An ostrich walking next to a
fence.

VinVL:
A bee is sitting on a purple
flower.
Universal Captioner:
A bumble bee on a purple
flower.

VinVL:
A red digital clock with the
time on a car.
Universal Captioner:
A digital clock showing the
time of 8 . 3 3.

VinVL:
A couple of large animals in the
water.
Universal Captioner:
Two beluga whales swimming
in the blue water.

VinVL:
A man and a woman
skateboarding down a street.
Universal Captioner:
A man and a woman
rollerblading down the street.

VinVL:
A green drink with a lemon on
a table.
Universal Captioner:
A glass of lemonade with a
slice of lime in it.

VinVL:
A brown bear walking in the
grass near a tree.
Universal Captioner:
A red panda walking in the
grass next to a tree.

VinVL:
A couple of girls playing with
giant balloons.
Universal Captioner:
Two pictures of a girl standing
next to a giant Angry Bird.

VinVL:
A bunch of fruit growing on a
tree.
Universal Captioner:
A bunch of figs hanging from a
tree.

VinVL:
A couple of people standing
on a rock near a river.
Universal Captioner:
Two scuba divers standing on
a rock next to a river.

VinVL:
A large billboard with a skull
on the side of a building.
Universal Captioner:
A building with a sign with a
skull and crossbones on it.

VinVL:
A cat laying on top of a large
rock.
Universal Captioner:
A snow leopard laying on a
rock.

VinVL:
A couple of people in karate
uniforms on a gym.
Universal Captioner:
A couple of people are playing
fencing on a court.

VinVL:
A woman with long hair
standing on a beach.
Universal Captioner:
A woman with dreadlocks on a
beach.

VinVL:
Two cats are laying next to
each other on a blanket.
Universal Captioner:
Two Siamese cats laying next
to each other on a bed.

VinVL:
A group of different colored
bottles on a table.
Universal Captioner:
Bottles of nail polish sitting on
a table.

VinVL:
A salad with fruits and
vegetables on a plate.
Universal Captioner:
A salad with tomatoes and
feta cheese on a white plate.

VinVL:
A plate of snails on a white
plate.
Universal Captioner:
A white bowl of mussels with
a white sauce.

VinVL:
A group of boats in the water.
Universal Captioner:
Two people in gondolas in the
water.

VinVL:
A shirtless man is standing in
front of a crowd.
Universal Captioner:
A sumo wrestler standing on
a stage with a crowd.

VinVL:
A cake sitting on a counter
next to a cup of coffee.
Universal Captioner:
A blueberry crumble cake
with a cup of coffee.

VinVL:
A person holding a can of
Pepsi in their hand.
Universal Captioner:
A person holding a can of Red
Bull energy drink.

nocaps

Fig. 6. Sample descriptions generated on nocaps images.
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VinVL:
A toy car on the pocket of a
man's jeans.
Universal Captioner:
A picture of a blue and yellow
racing car on a person.

VinVL:
A orange sign hanging on the
wall.
Universal Captioner:
A sign that says 1 1 4 1 on a
wall.

VinVL:
A person holding a green and
white bottle of sauce.
Universal Captioner:
A person holding a pill bottle
in their hand.

VinVL:
A book sitting on top of a bed.
Universal Captioner:
A box of Green Mountain
coffee sitting on a bed.

VinVL:
A package of toilet paper with
a label on it.
Universal Captioner:
A package of Cascade
detergent sitting on a table.

VinVL:
A can of coffee sitting on top
of a table.
Universal Captioner:
A can of chicken noodle soup
sitting on a table.

VinVL:
A colorful block of gummy
bears on the floor.
Universal Captioner:
A picture of a colorful
Christmas tree on the floor.

VinVL:
A bottle of cough syrup sitting
on a counter.
Universal Captioner:
A bottle of tomato ketchup
sitting on a desk.

VinVL:
A blue sky with a half moon
and a line of light.
Universal Captioner:
A computer screen with a sad
face on it.

VinVL:
A close up of a book with a
building in the background.
Universal Captioner:
A dollar bill sitting on top of a
table.

textcaps

Fig. 7. Sample descriptions generated on images from the VizWiz dataset.

VinVL:
A picture of a movie poster on
a wall.
Universal Captioner:
A poster of a group of Lego
figures with lightsaber.

VinVL:
A red stop sign with graffiti on
it.
Universal Captioner:
A red stop sign with the word
quest written on it.

VinVL:
A poster on a wall in a room.
Universal Captioner:
A no butts on the beach poster
in a window.

VinVL:
A busy city street with a lot of
street signs.
Universal Captioner:
A stop here on red signal sign
on a city street.

VinVL:
A red and white airplane is
flying in the sky.
Universal Captioner:
A Turkish airlines plane flying
in the sky.

VinVL:
A group of blue jerseys
hanging on a shelf.
Universal Captioner:
A group of Chelsea shirts
hanging in a locker room.

VinVL:
A book about the ghost of a
man.
Universal Captioner:
A cover of a Star Wars story
with a man holding a sword.

VinVL:
A large billboard with a crown
on the side of a building.
Universal Captioner:
A building with a sign that
says Drupalcon Copenhagen.

VinVL:
A couple of books sitting next
to each other.
Universal Captioner:
A blue book with the title half
hours at the seaside.

VinVL:
A motel sign on the side of a
building.
Universal Captioner:
A car wash shop with an
American flag flying in front.

VinVL:
A red and white sign on a
pole.
Universal Captioner:
A big Al's pizza and subs sign
on a pole.

VinVL:
A person holding a bottle of
wine in their hand.
Universal Captioner:
A person holding a bottle of
black beer.

VinVL:
A book with a picture of a
flower on it.
Universal Captioner:
A sign that says to be happy
make other people happy.

VinVL:
A group of pictures and a
book on a table.
Universal Captioner:
A display of pictures of
women of the supreme court.

VinVL:
A bottle of wine next to a
glass.
Universal Captioner:
A bottle of whisky and a glass
on a counter.

Fig. 8. Sample descriptions generated on images from the TextCaps dataset.
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VinVL:
A tall tower sitting next to a
body of water.
Universal Captioner:
A view of the Washington
monument at sunset.

VinVL:
A group of people are doing a
yoga class.
Universal Captioner:
A group of people practicing
martial arts in a square.

VinVL:
A large spider is sitting on a
purple flower.
Universal Captioner:
A close up of a dragonfly on a
purple flower.

VinVL:
A shirtless man in a tie
standing in the dark.
Universal Captioner:
A bodybuilder posing for a
picture.

VinVL:
A couple of men walking down
a hallway with a red arrow.
Universal Captioner:
A Mitsubishi motor company
logo is displayed on a building

VinVL:
A man standing in front of a
robot statue.
Universal Captioner:
A man standing between two
Transformers.

VinVL:
A large airplane is parked at an
airport.
Universal Captioner:
A Nasa plane parked in front of
a building.

VinVL:
A crowd of people standing in
front of a building.
Universal Captioner:
A crowd of people standing in
front of the Taj Mahal.

VinVL:
A pink design of a skull and
crossbones.
Universal Captioner:
A pink and purple mandala on
a brown background.

VinVL:
A statue of a man holding a
beer in his hand.
Universal Captioner:
The incredible Hulk in a scene
from the movie.

VinVL:
A group of helicopters flying
over a building.
Universal Captioner:
Two military helicopters flying
over a building with a minaret.

VinVL:
A red poster with a cartoon
elephant on it.
Universal Captioner:
The London dungeon logo on a
black wall.

VinVL:
A slice of banana cut in half on
top of other leaves.
Universal Captioner:
A drawing of a durian fruit on
a white background.

VinVL:
A blue sign with a flower on it.
Universal Captioner:
The Huawei logo is displayed
on a blue wall.

VinVL:
A picture of a statue on top of a
building.
Universal Captioner:
Silhouette of the Rio de Janeiro
skyline with a banner.

VinVL:
A large bridge over the water
with a boat.
Universal Captioner:
A view of the Mackinac bridge
from the water.

VinVL:
A woman in a bikini standing on
a tennis court.
Universal Captioner:
A woman is holding a javelin on
a track.

VinVL:
A close up of a bunch of cups
of coffee.
Universal Captioner:
A close up of a palette of
different colors of makeup.

VinVL:
A colorful bird perched on a
tree branch.
Universal Captioner:
A toucan sitting on a branch
in a tree.

VinVL:
A person holding a lego game
controller in their hand.
Universal Captioner:
A person holding a Rubik cube
in their hand.

VinVL:
A black sports car parked in a
garage.
Universal Captioner:
A black Nissan GT R parked in
a parking lot.

VinVL:
A close up of a green plant in
the snow.
Universal Captioner:
A black sea urchin in the middle
of the ocean.

VinVL:
Two green drinks sitting on a
table with limes.
Universal Captioner:
Three glasses of mojito with
lime and a straw .

VinVL:
A close up of a bunch of
purple flowers.
Universal Captioner:
A group of purple jellyfish
swimming in the water.

VinVL:
A red car is parked on display
at a show.
Universal Captioner:
A red Cadillac car on display
at a show.

open images

Fig. 9. Sample descriptions generated on images from the Open Images and CC3M
datasets.
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